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Abstract: In order to meet the requirement of positioning accuracy of indoor mobile robot, an indoor localization method
based on information fusion is proposed. Firstly，using the Radio frequency identification (RFID) location method to determine
the approximate range of the mobile robot's position, in the scope of the current with visual positioning for robot pose
information including location coordinates and the deflection Angle; Secondly, using adaptive weighted fusion method to fuse
RFID and visual location information; finally, the final result is obtained by Kalman filtering on the location information. The
experimental results show that this method can improve the precision of positioning effectively.
Keywords: Indoor Localization, RFID, Visual Retrieval, Information Fusion

1. Introduction
With the development of robot field, the research of indoor
service robot is becoming a hot spot. The robot's selflocalization is the key to realize the function of path planning
and autonomous navigation, so it is very important to
improve the automation level of robot.
In the past, a variety of approaches for indoor mobile robot
localization has been developed. The global positioning
system (GPS) is the most widely used positioning system, but
because of the disturbance of the GPS signal and the
complexity of the indoor environment, it can't meet the
requirement of the high precision indoor localization.
Therefore, it is urgent to study an indoor positioning method
with high positioning precision and stable performance to
meet the needs of indoor mobile robot. Researchers at home
and abroad have conducted a lot of research on the
localization of indoor mobile robots. Radio frequency
identification technology (RFID) [1] is a non-contact sensor
technology, because of its low price, strong anti-interference
and other advantages to become a research hotspot in the
field of location. The common RFID indoor positioning
system mainly includes LANDMARC, VIRE, SpotON, etc.
The LANDMARC system [2] is simple in layout and easy to
realize, but the positioning accuracy is not high. In order to
improve the positioning accuracy, the system need to set

more reference tags, which increase costs and even the
phenomenon of RFID signal interference with each other.
The VIRE system [3] introduces the concept of virtual
reference label, which can get higher positioning precision
without adding additional reference tags, but the calculation
is more complicated. Reference [4] proposed an RFID and
WIFI signal integration of the indoor positioning method,
however, because the WIFI signal and RFID signals are
affected by multipath effects, the positioning results difficult
to achieve satisfactory results. Using vision sensor for indoor
location is a new and more advanced localization technology
[5-6]. In the reference [7], the authors used Monte Carlo
global localization method is combined with image retrieval
to transform the localization problem into position
probability distribution problem. The positioning accuracy is
high, but the image matching time is too long, which affects
the real-time performance of the positioning system.
Aiming at the shortage of single sensor positioning method,
this paper designs an indoor mobile robot localization
method based on RFID and visual information fusion. Firstly,
the signal intensity is transformed into space distance by
using the RFID signal propagation model, and the initial
position of the mobile robot is obtained by maximum
likelihood estimation. According to the results of the initial
positioning of the robot, the matching range of the image
database is reduced, and the real-time image is matched with
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the image database to get location result. Then, the adaptive
weighted fusion method is used to correct the RFID and
visual location coordinates. Finally, the Kalman filter is
processed to further improve the positioning accuracy The
experimental results show that the trajectory generated by the
method is more consistent with the real path.
Our localization method has been implemented and tested
in a real office environment. In this experiment, it has been
shown to be able to estimate the position and angle of the
robot and can get its trajectory accurately. The method we
propose can achieve better performance than a single sensor
when encountering serious noise.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents the technique of RFID position by the
maximum likelihood method and the technique of visual
position by image matching with structural similarity
algorithm. In Section 3, we describe how to integrate RFID
and visual positioning information. Section 4 presents various
experiments and results analysis. Finally, conclusions are
provided in Section 5.

2. Localization Algorithm of Mobile
Robot

and human interference, it will lead to the RSSI value exist
a certain degree of randomness and instability. The Studies
show that the RSSI value satisfies the Gaussian distribution
at some distance. So the RSSI value is processed by
Gaussian filtering. The Gaussian distribution function as
following:
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Normally, the choice of the high probability events
probability should be greater than 0.6, according to standard
normal distribution probability table when µ − σ ≤ x ≤ µ + σ
the event probability is 68.27%.
After Gaussian filtering, we can get RSSI range is
µ − σ ≤ x ≤ µ + σ , this range of RSSI values are all taken out,
and then seek the geometric mean, as the final RSSI. And then
the maximum likelihood method [9] is used to locate the robot.
The maximum likelihood estimation model is shown in Figure
1.

2.1. RFID Positioning Principle
According to the principle of RFID wireless signal
propagation, the magnitude of received signal strength
indicator (RSSI) varies with the distance, and it accords with
the logarithm-normal distribution propagation model in ideal
state. So that the relationship between the distance d between
the tag and the reader and the RSSI of the tag received by the
reader is as following [8]:
Figure 1. The maximum likelihood estimation model.
[ PL ( d 0 ) − PL ( d ) + X 0 ]/10 N

d = 10

(1)

Where PL( d ) is the RSSI received by RFID reader;

PL(d0 ) is the RSSI received by RFID reader at point d0 ; N
is path loss exponent related to the environment; X 0 is
Gaussian random variables and set as 0; d0 is the reference
distance, usually is 1 m. In known environments, PL(d0 )
and N are deterministic, so the value of d can be obtained by
measuring the PL( d ) .
In order to determine the parameters, four RFID tags were
arranged at 1 m around the RFID reader, measured 50 times
for each position, through the curve fitting to get PL (1) = 47.3, N = 2.37.
In the actual situation, due to multipath effect, non visual
distance transmission, other electronic equipment signals

The coordinates of the 1, 2, 3, and other n tags are known as
( x1 , y1 ) , ( x2 , y2 ) , ( x3 , y3 ) , ( xn , yn ) and the distance
between tags and RFID reader R is d1 , d 2 , d3 … d n . R
coordinate is ( x, y ) . so:

 ( x1 − x)2 + ( y1 − y )2 = d12

( x2 − x)2 + ( y2 − y )2 = d 22

⋮


2
2
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(3)

The equations in formula (3) are subtracted from the last
equation, can get:
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The formula (4) can be expressed as AX T = b , in which:
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SSIM range is [0,1] , The larger the value, the higher the
similarity of the two images.

3. Information Fusion Positioning
Algorithm
y]

The position coordinates of R can be obtained by the least
square method:

X = ( AT A)−1 AT b

(5)

In the positioning process, the reader R is connected with
the mobile robot, and the coordinate of the R can be obtained
by using (5), and it is the coordinate of the robot.

This paper presents an indoor mobile robot localization
method based on RFID and visual information fusion,
combining the advantages of RFID and visual positioning
technology. First use the characteristics of RFID positioning
speed and experience error E to determine the range of robot.
In this range using visual positioning, thereby reduce the
matching time. Then use RFID and visual fusion positioning
to correct the positioning results so as to minimize the
environmental interference. The flow chart of the positioning
system is shown in Figure 2.

2.2. The Principle of Visual Positioning
Visual positioning is divided into off-line phase and online
location stage. In the offline stage in the positioning space to
build a database connect with pose information (location
coordinates and deflection angle) and image information. In
the online positioning stage, the real-time image is matched
with the image database to obtain the location information..
Image matching algorithm is the key to achieve accurate
visual positioning. In this paper, structural similarity (SSIM)
algorithm [10] is adopted. The algorithm determines the
similarity between images by comparing the contrast, average
brightness, and structural information in the two images.
Set X and Y be the original image and matching image.
Calculate SSIM by the brightness l ( x, y ) , contrast c( x, y )
and structural s ( x, y ) . It can be expressed as follows [11]:

l ( x, y ) =

c ( x, y ) =

2u x u y + C1
u x2 + u 2y + C1
2σ xσ y + C2

σ x2 + σ y2 + C2

Figure 2. the flow chart of fusion localization algorithm

2σ xy + C3

(1) In this paper, the fusion algorithm is based on the
maximum likelihood estimation method based on RFID in the
initial stage, The empirical error E is used to determine the
current range of the robot, and the image matching range is
reduced for the next step.
(2) Match the real-time image and image database to obtain
the matching location result
(3) The adaptive positioning method is used to fuse the
RFID positioning result and the visual positioning result, and
correct the positioning result.
(4) The Kalman filter [12] is used to further filter the robot
position coordinates in order to obtain a smoother trajectory
curve.

s ( x, y ) =

σ xσ y + C3

SSIM ( x, y ) = [l ( x, y )]α • [c( x, y )]β • [ s( x, y )]γ
Where u x and u y is the average brightness value of two
pictures. σ x and σ y is the standard deviation of two picture.

σ xy is the brightness of the corresponding pixel block
correlation coefficient. C1 , C2 and C3 is the tiny constant,
to prevent the denominator values close to zero.
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The RFID experience error E is calculated after a number of
calculations without larger error results, the formula is as
following:

E=

1
N

N

∑

( xi − X ) 2 + ( yi − Y ) 2

i =0

Where X and Y is the real location coordinates. xi and yi
is the calculated coordinates, N is the test times.
3.1. Adaptive Weighted Fusion Algorithm
In this paper, the adaptive weighted average fusion method
combines the RFID and visual positioning results (here does
not consider the deflection angle). Through several
experiments, we analyzed the data of RFID positioning and
visual location in different situations, and assigns different
weights to the results of RFID positioning and visual
positioning according to different changes of image matching
degree, and the larger the image matching degree, the more
weight value is given to the visual location result. By fusing
two positioning methods, the positioning accuracy can be
improved and the interference of environment can be
minimized. The Fusion positioning method in this paper is as
described in table 1:
Table 1. Adaptive Weighted Fusion Algorithm.
Algorithm: Adaptive Weighted Fusion Algorithm
Input: RFID/visual coordinate Output: Location result
set d = ( xr − xv ) 2 +( yr − yv ) 2
set S = image matching degree
if S ∈ (0, s1) then
return ( xr , yr )
else if S ∈ ( s1, s2 ) then
if 0 ≤ d ≤ L1 then
return (( xr + xv ) / 2, ( yr + yv ) / 2)
else if d ≥ L1 then
return ( w1xr + w2 xv , w1 yr + w2 yv )
end if
else
return ( xv , yv )

image matching degree is higher, although the positioning
coordinate has the error, but it is within the acceptable range,
so it needs to judge the distance d . When 0 ≤ d ≤ L1 , it is
determined that the RFID positioning result is not much
different from the visual positioning result, and the two
position coordinates are averaged to improve the positioning
accuracy; When d ≥ L1 , it is determined that the RFID signal
is affected by the environment at this time, which leads to the
large error of the positioning result. Therefore, the RFID
positioning result takes the smaller weight w1 and the visual
positioning result takes the larger weight w2 to reduce the
environmental interference. The position of the coordinate
point
obtained
at
this
time
is
( x, y ) = ( w1 xr + w2 xv , w1 yr + w2 yv ) .
(4) If S is located in interval ( s2 ,1) , it is can be judged as
the image exactly match, the location coordinates is the true
coordinates, at this time using visual positioning results as the
location output results.
Among them, image matching degree s1 , s2 and
coordinate weights w1 , w2 is obtained by means of multiple
experiments, excluding gross error data after the average
calculation.

3.2. Kalman Fusion Filter Model
After obtaining the final positioning result, because there is
still have noise in the environment, in order to further improve
the positioning accuracy, this paper decided to use Kalman
filter algorithm to filter the final result. The Kalman filter
algorithm consists of several classical core formulas [13] [14]:
(1) Predict the current state:

X (k | k − 1) = A • X (k − 1| k − 1) + B • U (k )

(6)

Where X (k | k − 1) is the predict result of previous state.
X (k − 1| k − 1) is the optimal prediction for the last moment.
A and B are the system parameters, U (k ) is the control of
current state, usually be setting as 0.
(2) Observation equation:

Z (k ) = HX (k ) + V (k )

(7)

end if

The input of the algorithm is the result of RFID and visual
positioning, the output is the final location coordinates, the
specific description is as following:
(1) The obtained RFID positioning coordinate is ( xr , yr ) ,
the visual position coordinate is ( xv , yv ) , and the image
matching degree is S . The distance between the two
positioning results is d = ( xr − xv ) 2 +( yr − yv ) 2 .
(2) If S is located in interval (0, s1 ) , the location
credibility is low because of the low image matching degree.
At this time, the RFID positioning result as the positioning
output.
(3) If S is located in interval ( s1 , s2 ) . At this point, the

Where Z (k ) is the observation at k moment. H is the
parameter of the measurement system, and the V (k ) is the
measurement of noise.
(3) Predict error covariance:

P(k | k − 1) = A • P (k − 1| k − 1) AT + Q

(8)

Where P (k | k − 1) is the error covariance matrix
corresponding to X (k | k − 1) , P(k − 1| k − 1) is the
predictive error covariance matrix corresponding to
X (k − 1| k − 1) , Q is the system noise.
(4) Calculate the Kalman gain:
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kg (k ) = P(k | k − 1) • H T / ( H • P(k | k − 1) • H T + R) (9)
Where kg (k ) is the Kalman gain at time k ; H is the gain
of the state variable, which is always set as 1; R is the
observed noise.
(5) State estimation

X (k | k ) = X (k | k − 1) + kg (k ) • ( Z (k ) − H • X (k | k − 1)) (10)
Where X (k | k ) is the Kalman filter estimate at time k ,
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interval and 30 degrees of angular interval to collect
image data, the entire experimental image database
includes about 1200 images.
4.2. RFID Initial Positioning Error Analysis
According to the above description of the experimental
environment, the tags are arranged in a fixed position, the
RFID reader in the indoor space to move the positioning, after
several experiments to get the results of positioning error
analysis as table 2.

and Z (k ) is the observed value at time k .
(6) Update error covariance matrix

Table 2. Initial positioning error analysis.

P(k | k ) = ( I − kg (k ) • H ) P (k | k − 1)

(11)

P (k | k ) is the error covariance matrix
corresponding to X (k | k ) , I is the unit matrix.
Kalman filter is used in the mobile robot positioning
problem. The state to be estimated is the position of the
mobile robot, and the abscissa and the ordinate of the robot
are moved in the two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate
system. The state vector and the observation vector are
expressed as:
Where

X (k ) = [ x(k ), y (k )]T

Z (k ) = [ Z x (k ), Z y (k )]T

4. Experimental Results and Analysis
4.1. Experimental Conditions
The experimental site of this paper is an approximately
rectangular conference room, about 10 m long and 8 m
wide. The RFID devices is using the model for Etag-R 701
RFID reader and matching with the Etag-T 701 active tag,
this type of RFID reader effective range is about 50
m~100 m, it can ensure that all tags in the RFID reader
range. Visual positioning using a camera with a pixel of 12
million, in the off-line phase, according to 60 cm distance

NO

Real coordinates

experiment coordinates

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

(1,1)
(1.5,1)
(1.5,2)
(2,1)
(3,1.5)
(4,3)
(4.5,3.5)
(4.5,5)
(5,5)
(5,6)

(1.02,0.55)
(1.22,1.18)
(0.43,2.1)
(1.91,0.85)
(4.8,1.01)
(5.01,3.1)
(4.76,3.86)
(5.5,4.23)
(4.33,5.72)
(5.59,8.96)

Root mean
square error/m
0.45
0.33
1.07
0.17
1.86
1.01
0.44
1.26
0.98
2

It can be seen from the Table 1, the average error of the
indoor positioning based on RFID is 0.96 m. Moreover, the
positive and negative errors between true coordinates of the
x-y axes and the calculated values are about 0.7 m after
dropping the point whose error is larger. Therefore, in the
visual positioning method based on image matching, the
matching range of the image database is reduced to [x ±
0.7, y ± 0.7].
4.3. Comparison of Experimental Results of Information
Fusion Location
In the experimental space, 10 positions are taken for
location experiment, and the error analysis of the positioning
results is given as shown in table 3. The positioning result
obtained in this article is set to a three tuple containing
coordinate and deflection angles.

Table 3. Error analysis of coordinate and angle location.
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

real pose
(0.5,4.5,120)
(1,1,60)
(1,6,90)
(1.5,7,180)
(2,2.5,60)
(3.5,4,240)
(4,8,60)
(4.5,2,0)
(5,6,30)
(5,4,90)

Measuring position
(0.63,4.1,150)
(1.17,1.44,30)
(1.2,6,90)
(1.83,7.12,180)
(1.74,2.28,30)
(3.23,3.65,150)
(4.2,8.35,90)
(4.81,2.01,0)
(4.78,5.64,0)
(5.03,3.65,90)

It can be seen from the table that the average error of the
corrected positioning coordinates after an adaptive weighted
fusion is 0.37 m, angle positioning error of 24 degrees

position error/m
0.42
0.22
0.2
0.35
0.34
0.44
0.4
0.31
0.42
0.35

Angle error
30
30
0
0
30
90
30
0
30
0

In the experimental space, with a certain trajectory to run, at
a certain distance to locate, this fusion method of positioning
in the RFID positioning, visual positioning results for
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trajectory comparison, as shown in Figure 3:

Figure 3. The trajectory comparison of different location methods.
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